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The Tao of a Magic Dog.
This is a book about a dog. Actually it is more a book about a DOG. Hoomy is a
dog in Capital Letters, not only because of her size, but because of her magic.
She came into the lives of a troubled and traumatized family and healed wounds,
brought back laughter and hope into the hearts of two little girls and their
mother. As Hoomy is not only a DOG, she is also a teacher. Her secrets will open
your heart.

ORIGINAL LANGUAGE
The Anagram of God is Dog
German, Mindshift Publishing

REVIEWS
"I could never have imagined that after only two hours of reading THE ANAGRAM
OF GOD IS DOG could have such a positive impact and influence over my
decisions. A superbly written life affirming and insightful book. "
amazon reader

AVAILABLE MATERIAL
German pdf
English pdf
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Nina Schmid is an Architect with love and respect for harmony and for abundance, both
in her buildings and most of all in life. She finds her strength in the conviction that
beauty and goodness are embedded in everything, and if we just look and listen with all
our senses the miracles around us, small and large, make our lives worth living and let
us overcome the direst situations.
Nina is Co-Owner of Street Philosophy® gGmbH, Co-Organizer of the Beyond
Good® Conferences, Founder of Nina’s Good Life Institute, Author and Certified High
Performance Coach™. She lives in Hamburg together with her two daughters and her
dog.
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